
 

UAS SWaP constraints driving RF and
microwave designs
MARIANA IRIARTE, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

The electronics footprint on unmanned aircraft systems
(UASs) continues to shrink. These reduced size, weight,
and power (SWaP) requirements are driving radio
frequency (RF) and microwave designers to come up
with innovative ways to deliver the reduced SWaP while
increasing performance and enhancing the platform's
capability.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

RF spectrum sharing between U.S.
military, public wireless users to be
put to the test
SALLY COLE, SENIOR EDITOR 
 

The U.S. Federal Communications Com?mission (FCC),
with help from the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) and other agencies, is about to open
up a 150 MHz-wide swath of radio frequency (RF)
spectrum traditionally reserved for the military and allow
it to be shared with mobile operators.
 

Read More +
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U.S. Air Force orders 770+ all-digital
radar warning receivers from
Raytheon
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR 
 

Raytheon will supply the U.S. Air Force (USAF) with at
least 779 units of its AN/ALR-69A(V) all-digital radar
warning receiver, under the terms of a recently signed
indefinite delivery/indefinite contract.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

F-35 electronic warfare simulation
testing solution delivered to U.S. Navy
MARIANA IRIARTE, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

U.S. Navy officials at NAWCWD Point Mugu took
delivery of Northrop Grumman's multispectral testing
solution that recreates accurate mission-like conditions in
the laboratory and on the range for the F-35 aircraft. 
 

Read More +
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Optical seeker for precision-guided
munitions to be developed by BAE
Systems
MARIANA IRIARTE, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

Through the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory (ARL),
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
officials selected BAE Systems for a $13.1 million
contract to demonstrate a new, optical seeker for
precision-guided munitions for the Seeker Cost
Transformation (SECTR) program. 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Lockheed Martin, Cobham team to
compete for the Next Generation
Jammer Low Band bid
MARIANA IRIARTE, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

Officials at Lockheed Martin and Cobham announced
they are partnering to compete for the U.S. Navy's Next
Generation Jammer Low Band (NGJ-LB) competition
that will replace the ALQ-99 tactical jamming system
currently utilized on the E/A-18 Growler aircraft.
 

Read More +
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E-scan radar sale set to bolster India's
border security effort
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
 

Electronic-scanning radar and surveillance company
Blighter Surveillance Systems has secured its first sale
into India; the company will supply its Blighter B400
series E-scan micro Doppler ground surveillance radars.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Pushing airborne ISR data recorders
to new performance heights
PAUL DAVIS, CURTISS-WRIGHT DEFENSE SOLUTIONS 
 

Capturing wire rate data from today's compute-intensive

 

 

 

 

 

U.S. Navy plans to add mine neutralization system by 2022
MARIANA IRIARTE, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 

U.S. Navy officials selected Raytheon to design, test, and deploy the company's Barracuda, a
mine neutralization system. The contract is worth approximately $83 million. 

Read More +
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intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR)
sensor platforms brings new meaning to the old
metaphor "drinking from a fire hose." 
 

Read More +
 

 

Analysts: Military UAV demand key to
growth in global airborne ISR market
over next several years
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
 

The global airborne ISR [intelligence, surveillance,
reconnaissance] market will rise at a compound annual
growth rate CAGR of 4.67 percent during the period
2018-2022, according to a new study by Technavio,
"Global Airborne ISR Market 2018-2022." 

 

Read More +
 

 

 USAF: SBIRS GEO Flight-4 missile-
warning satellite sends first pictures
back to Earth
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
 

The U.S. Air Force (USAF) reports that its fourth Space

 

 

 

Air Force moves ahead with defendable space missile-
warning capabilities
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

The U.S. Air Force is moving to award two sole-source contracts for the Next-Generation
Overhead Persistent Infrared (Next-Gen OPIR) program, as it implements rapid-procurement
practices. It is targeting the first Next-Gen OPIR launch in 2023. 

Read More +
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Based Infrared System (SBIRS) satellite has transmitted
its first images back to Earth. The imaging milestone,
known as "first light," occurred in February when the
SBIRS GEO Flight-4 satellite turned on its powerful
sensors for the first time during space vehicle checkout.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Integrating warfare models with the kill chain
RAY ALDERMAN, VITA STANDARDS ORGANIZATION 

My previous article covered what sits on top of the kill chain from a strategic perspective. Now,
it's time to integrate the other models: RMAs (revolutions in military affairs), warfare domains
(land, sea, air, space, cyberspace, electromagnetic (EM) spectrum), strategic offsets, generations
of warfare (1GW through 8GW), and the OODA loop (Observe, Orient, Decide, and Act).

Read More +
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